IPSO® has been the driving force behind some of the most profitable coin laundries for years. We utilize more than 40 years of commercial laundry manufacturing experience to deliver machines that are built to perform—load after load. Unmatched, industrial construction ensures that your equipment keeps running and bringing in revenue. Intuitive Maestro controls make it simple to manage each machine’s performance, reducing operating costs and optimizing your bottom line. And while coin laundry owners choose IPSO for its industrial quality and efficient technologies, customers also appreciate our laundry equipment for its intuitive controls and optimal wash quality.
VENDED LAUNDRY: DESIGNED FOR INVESTOR SUCCESS

Few business or investment options can match the 25 to 35 percent* or more ROI that a coin laundry can produce. As a recession-resistant investment, a coin laundry is virtually immune from downswings in the economy. In addition, this proven business model requires very little management, evidenced by the coin laundry being a secondary income source for most owners. A fixed-cost structure, cash payment up front for service and no franchise fees all further contribute to the attractiveness of coin laundries for investors. Also with the increasing renter population (a key customer base) and the time savings coin laundries offer versus doing laundry in small-capacity home equipment, coin laundries will be a growing business for the foreseeable future.

*According to the U.S.-based Coin Laundry Association. Results may vary.

SUPPORT LEADS TO SUCCESS

IPSO is backed by the strength of our parent company, Alliance Laundry Systems LLC – the world’s largest manufacturer of commercial laundry products and provider of services for laundromats, multi-housing and on-premises laundries. Our commitment of putting the customer first drives our commercial quality product development strategy, marketing programs, technical support and flexible financing solutions.

A WORLDWIDE NETWORK OF TRUSTED PARTNERS

IPSO combines global skills with local expertise through a worldwide network of true laundry experts. These dedicated partners are standing by to offer coin laundry investors unmatched support and services, including laundry business education, equipment maintenance and comprehensive in-house financing dedicated to the laundry industry.

COMMITTED TO QUALITY

The engineers at IPSO are committed to producing the best industrial equipment on the market. Although attractive designs and ergonomics are important, we care most about how well our machines perform. Our mission is to make the most rugged, long-lasting and dependable washer-extractors, tumble dryers and small chassis equipment. You won’t see any low-quality parts on our equipment. Each product is durably built to exceed the demands of even the toughest jobs.
Hardmount washer-extractors are secured to the concrete floor, cost significantly less than their soft-mount counterparts and have a proven record of dependability with superior wash results.

IPSO hardmount washers are industrial by design. They are built to extend linen life, reduce water usage and utility costs, and maximize productivity. The heavy-duty construction provides dependable operation and assures your hardmount equipment will be in service for years to come.

The G-Force extraction on the hardmount range removes more water from each load, which results in reduced energy costs and shortened drying times. IPSO’s hardmount washer-extractors feature advanced Maestro controls, improved design for easier installation and maintenance, and a redesigned frame that’s even stronger than before.
FEATURES & BENEFITS

• The frame and cabinet have been designed to perform continuously in a highly industrial environment.
• All vital parts have undergone extensive lifecycle testing to ensure the design will endure even in the harshest environments.
• The intuitive Maestro V control gives you the ability to manage your laundry operation to ensure you’re operating at maximum efficiency.
• The large door enables quick loading and unloading of the linen. The door handle and door lock ensure a smooth opening and closing of the door, resulting in increased dependability and safety.
• The drain valve is mounted under the tub to reduce water consumption to a minimum. This results in a faster and easier drain of water in an industrial environment.
• Comes with a 10-year extended warranty on the frame, cylinder, shaft, bearings and seals. Also a 3-year warranty on the entire machine.

OPERATION

• Electronic coin meter
• Mechanical coin meter (single or double)
• Prep for coin
• Prep for card

AVAILABLE MODELS
ICN020 - ICN030 - ICN040
ICN060 - ICN080 - ICN100

CONTROL FEATURES

MAESTRO V
A flexible control that offers extra wash and extra rinse cycle modifiers which can be added to any of the six wash cycles and pricing combinations. Maestro V also offers time-of-day pricing.

INNOVATIVE TECHNOLOGY FOR MAXIMUM PRODUCTIVITY

IntelliSpin
IntelliSpin is a technology that utilizes up to 200 G-Force to extract more water from the clothes and reduce bottlenecks at the dryer. This results in matched cycle times between the washer and dryer to optimize turns, saving customers time while increasing traffic flow and reducing your utility costs.
IPSO tumble dryers are specifically designed for high performance in vended laundry applications. A state-of-the-art axial airflow drying technology ensures that heated air passes through the load at the optimum point in the tumble process, reducing utilities and creating faster customer turnover.

IPSO tumble dryers are designed with fewer moving parts which creates less wear and tear. We make it even easier with a large, easy-to-clean lint compartment and a heavy-duty door hinge designed to withstand heavy usage.
FEATURES & BENEFITS

• A large, self-cleaning lint screen means less cleaning and ensures efficient operation. Self-adjusting belts save time and reduce maintenance costs.

• Tumble dryers in vended laundries receive their share of heavy-use abuse. IPSO’s rugged design and heavy-duty door and hinge can take whatever your customers dish out.

• IPSO tumble dryers perfectly balance heat, airflow and cylinder design, which translates into the most efficient drying process. That means utility costs are kept low.

OPERATION

• Electronic coin meter
• Mechanical coin meter (single or double)
• Token acceptor
• Prep for coin meter
• Prep for central pay
• Prep for card reader

AVAILABLE MODELS

Single models:
IT25 - IT30 - IT35 - IT50 - IT55 - IT75

Stacked models:
ITT30 - ITT45

Models in blue are available in the ECO Line

CHOOSE ENERGY EFFICIENCY OR THROUGHPUT

Classic Line – Maximum Throughput
• Best in class consumption of energy
• Optimal throughput
• Faster drying time
• Easy to use, simple to maintain

ECO Line – Optimum Efficiency
• Lower input of energy compared to the Classic Line
• Optimum energy efficiency
• Slight increase in average dry time
• Overall utility savings per year are around 5%

CONTROL FEATURES

MICRO-DISPLAY
Our micro-display control makes things simple for customers with digitally displayed vend prices, four cycle options and a cycle time countdown and progress indicator.
Small Chassis Equipment

IPSO top and front load washers are highly efficient, reducing both hot water usage and total water consumption, with front load models using up to 40% less compared to commercial top load washers. Both top and front load models feature remarkable spin speeds (710 and 1,000 RPM respectively), increasing overall laundry efficiency by removing more moisture from loads. Less moisture translates into reduced drying times and improved machine turnover.

IPSO dryers are designed to suit your laundry’s specific needs. A large 7.0 cu. ft. cylinder can efficiently handle your customer’s largest loads. Customers will also enjoy the large door opening for simple loading and unloading, user-friendly controls and fast drying times to help them get in and out as fast as possible. For laundromat owners, the speed and efficiency of IPSO dryers offer reduced utilities, faster customer turnover and greater profit potential.

IPSO stack washer/dryers and dryer/dryers have been designed as vertical combinations that provide all of the power of IPSO washers and dryers while occupying only half of the floor space of a conventional washer and dryer setup, effectively doubling profit potential. These stacked units also utilize the same connections and hook-ups required by a standard washer and dryer, so no changes to your installation are needed.
TOP LOAD WASHERS
- Reduced water consumption
- 710 RPM spin reduces drying times and utility costs
- 100% front serviceable
- Superior controls and audit capabilities

FRONT LOAD WASHERS
- Ultra-low 10.4 gallons of water per cycle
- Cutting-edge electronic coin drop for added security
- 2.84 cu. ft. capacity
- 1000 RPM water extraction

SINGLE AND STACK DRYERS
- Advanced airflow pattern reduces drying times
- 7.0 cu. ft. capacity
- Large, easy-clean lint filter conveniently located up front
- Highly secure meter case
- Stack offers two dryers in the area of one

STACK WASHERS/DRYERS
- 2.84 cu. ft. capacity washer
- 1000 RPM water extraction
- Advanced airflow pattern reduces drying times
- 7.0 cu. ft. capacity dryer

CONTROL FEATURES

ELECTROMECHANICAL
IPSO’s electromechanical control simplifies operation with a clean design, offering basic temperature and fabric selections.

MICRO-DISPLAY
Our micro-display control makes things simple for customers with digitally displayed vend prices, four cycle options and a cycle time countdown and progress indicator. Owners will appreciate the ease of performing basic audits of machine use, including number of coins and cycles.

OPERATION
- Electronic coin meter
- Mechanical coin meter (single or double)
- Prep for coin
- Prep for card
Maestro Controls

IPSO equipment is industrially designed for dependable performance. But our machines are more than just brawn. They also lead the industry in brains, featuring state-of-the-art Maestro Controls.

Maestro V not only creates the ultimate user experience of coin laundry customers, it also offers laundry owners and operators complete control of their equipment. Operators can adjust utility usage, set time-of-day pricing, receive maintenance alerts and more, resulting in optimal efficiency and increased revenue opportunity.
FEATURES AND BENEFITS

• Six optimized wash cycles with the option of user-selectable modifiers for prewash and extra rinse
• One-touch allows for easy operation: simply choose a program, then press start
• Time-of-day pricing allows operator to choose between two price points and select hour blocks when each is in effect
• Serial card interface - compatible with third-party card reader systems